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Sandy Bay Playing Fields in Larne is
protected by Mid and East Antrim
Borough Council under the Queen
Elizabeth II Fields programme
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Patron: HM The Queen

President: HRH The Duke of Cambridge KG KT
Chief Executive: Helen Griffiths

Fields in Trust, 36 Woodstock Grove, London, W12 8LE
Reg Charity No. 306070 | Reg Company No. RC000370 | OSCR SCO40357
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Introduction

In 2018 Fields in Trust launched our new
Green Spaces for Good strategy and
published innovative research on the
health and wellbeing benefits of parks
and green spaces.
Green Spaces for Good sets out our strategic focus on
championing and supporting our parks and green spaces by
protecting them for people to enjoy in perpetuity. The strategy
was underpinned by original research. Revaluing Parks and Green
Spaces demonstrates the contribution of over £34 billion in health
and wellbeing benefits to the people who use them; there is also a
secondary benefit of £111m per year saving to the NHS based on
reduced GP visits.

Revaluing Parks and Green
Spaces demonstrates
the contribution of over
£34 billion in health and
wellbeing benefits

These valuable green space assets are a vital part of UK community
infrastructure. Fields in Trust works to protect, support and
champion parks, playing fields, playgrounds, community gardens
and green spaces of all types. We recognise that they provide
benefits in health, mental wellbeing and community cohesion for
the communities that use them. We champion all green spaces
and seek to influence policy to ensure parks and green spaces are
revalued for their contributions to health and welfare - not cut due
to their costs. We support those who care for the UK’s parks and
green spaces and work to ensure they are protected for future
generations to enjoy.
Our new visual identity and logo reflects our strategy and approach.
The stylised representation of play (the swing), sport (a vintage
football) and nature (a British native tree) puts the users of parks
and green spaces right at the centre of our identity and our strategy.
As a charity we rely on the support of many friends and partners –
we are grateful to all of those who help us in our mission to protect,
support and champion the UK's parks and green spaces.

Tim Phillips, CBE
Chairman
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Chief Executive
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Over 12,000
HECTARES

PROTECTED
equivalent to

22,425

We have established legal
relationships with over

950

landowners protecting
spaces with Fields in Trust

football pitches

Over

100

community-organised
Have a Field Day
events took place

Over

8,000
Knowledge Base
articles were
accessed online
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284

80
49

protected as
part of the
CENTENARY
FIELDS
programme

Research report findings
shared with coverage in

NATIONAL
NEWSPAPERS

legally
protected spaces

and fifteen
magazines
& periodicals,
along with national TV
and radio broadcasts

new parks and green spaces
protected in perpetuity, of which:

17

protected as
ACTIVE
SPACES
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273

We protect parks
and green spaces
across the UK
in perpetuity.

SCOTLAND

27
NORTHERN
IRELAND

DURING 2018:
We helped advise

UK spaces
protected:

14

protected as
GREEN SPACES
FOR GOOD

288
WALES

Summary

Our Work in Numbers

2,221
ENGLAND

Protection Programmes

17

160

ACTIVE
SPACES

CENTENARY
FIELDS

14

471

GREEN SPACES
FOR GOOD

7

CARNEGIE
NPFA

KING
GEORGE V

3

MILLENNIUM
FIELD
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1396
QEII FIELDS
(QE IN SCOTLAND)

30

OWAIN
GLYNDWYR

204

FIELDS IN TRUST
PROTECTED
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Protect

49
Thornton Park is a memorial to the Black Watch and King’s Own
Scottish Borderers who fell during WWI, it is now protected as a
Centenary Field

We learn from our research
that regular visitors to
green spaces are healthier
and happier than those
who do not visit parks

Parks and green
spaces are being lost
to both development
and budget cuts
across the UK.
We must act now to
protect their future.
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parks and
green spaces
protected as
part of the
Centenary
Fields
programme

Mayor of Mid and East Antrim, Councillor Lindsay Millar dedicated Shaftesbury Park in
Carrickfergus through our Active Spaces programme, in partnership with The London
Marathon Charitable Trust

During 2018 we protected 80
new parks and green spaces in
perpetuity. Below we set out the
programmes and projects that
contributed to the total.

CENTENARY FIELDS

In concluding our World War I
commemoration programme 49 parks
and playing fields were protected as part
of the Centenary Fields programme,
delivered in partnership with The Royal
British Legion. The current total from
this initiative is 160 spaces protected
in perpetuity, further Centenary Fields
applications are finalising their legal
deeds and will also be protected.

ABOVE: Lordship Recreation
Ground in Tottenham, north
London is protected as a
Queen Elizabeth II Field

17

parks
and green spaces
protected so far
in areas of
deprivation
with our
Active Spaces
programme

ACTIVE SPACES

We learn from our research that regular
green spaces visitors are healthier and
happier than those who do not visit
parks regularly. Our Active Spaces
partnership with the London Marathon
Charitable Trust is protecting a total
of 50 parks and green spaces in areas
of deprivation and encouraging the
most inactive communities to get
more active. A £5,000 grant is available
to initiate community projects on
protected green spaces.
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GREEN SPACES FOR GOOD:

Green Spaces for Good is our ongoing
programme to protect parks, playing
fields, nature reserves, children’s
playgrounds and other informal green
spaces in perpetuity throughout the
UK. During 2018 the first 14 spaces
were protected and will now and forever
be accessible as places to experience
nature, or for sport and play.

14

green
spaces protected
by our Green Spaces
for Good programme
9

Active Spaces

In addition to the health benefits for
individual participants, Active Spaces
Programme is providing capital investment
in parks and green spaces across the UK.
In September Fields in Trust announced of
£100,000 of investment in four Active Spaces
parks. The capital grants funded by the
London Marathon Charitable Trust benefit
a park in each of the home nations which
will also be protected in perpetuity as part
of the programme. We are looking forward
to publishing an interactive map next year
showcasing the successes of the Active
Spaces programme.

Boxercise classes in West Pilton Park, Edinburgh

£100,000
investment in four
parks from our Active
Spaces programme

Active Space participants at Western Road Recreation Ground in Hailsham

In Hailsham, East Sussex 63% of residents are
estimated to be overweight or obese; it is the most
deprived community within the Wealden district
and within the lowest 20% nationally.
Almost half of Hailsham households are
on low incomes. The number of children
living in low-income families is double
the county average. The town also has
significantly higher levels of asthma than
the average for East Sussex.
Working with local GP surgeries, Hailsham
Town Council identified a need to engage
older people in more physical activity.
With the support of Hailsham Active,
successful Active Spaces events – part of a
UK-wide programme – have been delivered
locally. A series of weekly one-hour bootcamp sessions is being delivered by the
Our Parks team with activities targeted
towards people aged 55+ who were
previously inactive.

Capital grants totalling £100,000 were
awarded to four of the Active Spaces – one
in each home nation – to support projects
to increase physical activity in areas of
deprivation: West Pilton Park, Edinburgh,
Scotland – to fund the installation of outdoor
gym equipment; Gelligaled Park, Rhondda
Cynon Taff, Wales – to fund the creation of
a trim trail, wellness zone, family fun area,
walk/run routes and bike rack facilities; The
People’s Park, County Antrim, Northern
Ireland – to fund a trim trail and natural
outdoor gym equipment; and Halewood
Park, Merseyside, England – to help fund
a wider redevelopment project including
new pathways, furniture, landscaping and
entrance way.

Trim trail, Gelligaled Park, Rhondda Cynon Taff

Western Road Recreation Ground was
identified as the location for the Active
Space programme, it is in a residential area
and provides the only green link between
the town centre and the industrial area.
This focal point for sport and recreation
is important for the strategic plan to
create a pedestrian and cycling network,
encouraging residents to choose active
travel. Protection ensures that the centre
of the town will always have an accessible
green space.
Community garden at The People’s Park, County Antrim

The Active Spaces programme, funded by
the London Marathon Charitable Trust, will
continue to produce activation programmes
for the most physically inactive communities,
and crucially will ensure that parks and green
spaces will always be available for community
access to play and sport.

Weekly Saturday morning sessions
attract between 20-30 regular attendees,
the majority of whom were previously
physically inactive. The programme also
brings social and mental health advantages;
new friendships have developed and
participants are happier and more
confident. The success has led to further
income being secured to sustain the project
beyond its Active Spaces funding.

FIND OUT MORE:
www.fieldsintrust.org/active-spaces
New footpaths at Halewood Park, Knowsley, Merseyside
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Centenary Fields Legacy

As the centenary of the
Armistice approached we joined
with The Royal British Legion’s
‘Thank You’ campaign, to say just
that to the World War I generation
who served and sacrificed.
Since 2014, Centenary Fields have been protected
across the UK to mark the World War I centenary.
Whilst the protections have been undertaken during a
short commemorative period, they will last in
perpetuity, ensuring living spaces of remembrance
as a permanent legacy.

CENTENARY FIELDS LEGACY
The stories from the campaign are available
by exploring our Centenary Fields Legacy
interactive map online:
www.fieldsintrust.org/centenary-fields-legacy

ABOVE: Fields in Trust
President HRH The
Duke of Cambridge
planting poppy seeds
with children at
Kensington Memorial
Park, London

Weston Park in Sheffield, South Yorkshire, featured in our Centenary Fields Legacy
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Our Centenary Fields Legacy campaign marked the end
of the programme and told the story of that legacy. We
selected one Centenary Field each day and detailed
the reasons why it had been protected in perpetuity, in
memory of those who served and scarified during the
conflict. We identified stories which resonated with the
The Royal British Legion theme of thanking the World
War I generation for their service and told 100-year-old
stories using the latest technology. Revealing a new
space each day in an online digital map ensured we
were able to give each Centenary Field the significance
it deserved and using Esri's Story Map tool as our basis
has added another dimension – being able to see them
in the context of the present-day surroundings that are
familiar to us.
We grouped together a selection of sites, based on
the themes that began to emerge as we collected
their stories. These were: memorials to the fallen,
spaces that supported the war effort, those with a
contemporary connection to the war generation and
a sequence of stories of remarkable individuals. The
Centenary Fields included in the legacy campaign
show a remarkable range in their geography, in the
communities they served and in their stories.

FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT
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Our ongoing work continues as we
act as legal custodian to an increasing
portfolio of parks and green spaces – each
protected space has a dedicated page on
our website and we are updating our data
on protected parks and green spaces.
Fields in Trust is proud to be working
on the Future Proof Parks programme.
This National Lottery-funded project, in
partnership with Groundwork and the
National Youth Agency, is supporting
Friends of parks groups and local young
people to work together in a series of
innovative projects which will widen the
understanding of the importance of
heritage parks.

Getting active outdoors can take many forms - not just
organised team sports

Throughout the year we worked with
Natural England and other stakeholders
to develop specific park and green
space quality, quantity and safeguarding
benchmarks as part of the new Green
Infrastructure Standards referenced in
DEFRA’s 25-Year Environment Plan.
Pilot schemes for these new Standards
are expected in forthcoming months and
will support the implementation of a new
sector wide approach.

KNOWLEDGE BASE

The new Fields in Trust website now
features our Knowledge Base, a self-service
library of information to support all those
involved in parks and green spaces, from
landowners to park users. The web-based
resource is always available online and
features information on funding, planning,
insurance and many other signposts to
additional resources. In its first year the
Knowledge Base has been accessed over
8,000 times.
14

Support

We are working with
Natural England and
others to develop
sector-wide green
space benchmarks

Parks and green spaces
should be open to
everyone, connecting
people and catalysing
community spirit.

Many sporting journeys, and lifelong friendships,
begin on King George V Playing Fields

ABOVE: Cedars Park, in the Borough of
Broxbourne, Hertfordshire is protected as
a Queen Elizabeth II Field

8,000
number of

times the
Knowledge
Base has been
accessed in its
first year

The latest digital mapping tools and
analysis have allowed us to assess local
authority performance against our
benchmark guidance for the provision of
space for outdoor sport and play. We began
trialling this new approach with selected
local authorities, developers and funders
which will form the basis of a wider analysis
in our Green Space Index across the whole
of Great Britain.
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HAVE A FIELD DAY

As temperatures rose during the summer
heatwave, the first Saturday in July saw an
estimated 30,000 park lovers enjoy over 100
Have a Field Day events across the UK. From
small community picnics to large parties
and fetes, communities congregated to
celebrate parks and green spaces.

30,000
park lovers
attended Have a
Field Day events

Across the UK, we support community-organised Have a
Field Day events to celebrate our parks and green spaces

FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT
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Fields in Trust is a partner in The Future
Proof Parks programme which is led by
Groundwork and the National Youth
Agency and is focussed on heritage parks
and green spaces.
As council resources for maintenance
and park development are declining, more
work is falling to volunteers and Friends of
park groups; yet these volunteers
are often drawn from a narrow
demographic – frequently older individuals.
Crucially the Future Proof Parks project
is supporting Friends of park groups and
local young people to work together on
heritage park projects whilst increasing
the numbers and range of community
members who volunteer to support their
local green spaces.

At the end of the Future
Proof Parks project a
series of resources
will be available to the
wider Friends of
parks movement

60
Friends
of parks
will be
supported
to get
more
local
young
people
involved in
their work

ABOVE & RIGHT:
Tree planting in
Manor Woods
Valley, South
Bristol
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about their local historic park heritage
join their local Friends of park groups and
volunteer to preserve the local spaces that
matter to the communities they live in.
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Overall this is a three-year programme
which will engage 880 young people across
England in five hub locations, to learn more

The initiative will work with 60 Friends
of park groups to give them the tools,
encouragement and support to get
more local young people involved in their
work and to see the benefits of crossgenerational working.
At the end of the programme a series
of resources will be available to the wider
Friends of park movement, setting out
best practice for working collaboratively
with young volunteers and detailing the
practical impacts of the Future Proof Parks
programme.
MORE INFORMATION:
www.fieldsintrust.org/future-proof-parks

Future Proof Parks

Future Proof Parks is part of the National Lottery
Heritage Fund “Kick the Dust” programme, which
aims to get more young people interested and
involved in preserving their local heritage.

Projects will increase the number of community members volunteering to support their local green spaces

FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT
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Champion

Parks and green spaces across the UK are
under threat, it is vital that we champion
these green hearts of our communities
and make the case for their protection.
Fields in Trust doesn’t only act as a legal custodian of
protected green spaces, we also champion all parks
and green spaces through our policy and insight work
and our role in the government’s Parks Action Group.
We encourage stakeholders to revalue our muchloved parks for the benefits that they contribute to
communities across the UK.

REVALUING PARKS AND GREEN SPACES

In May 2018 we launched our Revaluing Parks and Green
Spaces research – this is the first time that health and
wellbeing benefits associated with parks and green
spaces, have been calculated so comprehensively.
The research uses HM Treasury approved welfare
weighting methodology and found that UK parks and
green spaces provide people with over £34 billion of
health and wellbeing benefits every year, as well as
demonstrating NNHS savings of at least £111 million
per year. The research underlines that parks and green
spaces deliver a vital, measurable contribution to local
communities.

The research was also presented at
an event in the Welsh Assembly and
discussed at the Local Government and
“Our parks are precious,
Communities Committee session on
and I want to improve access
access to green space in the Scottish
to them for everyone Parliament. In the Westminster
including the young, isolated
Parliament, Minister for Parks and
and the vulnerable...”
Green Spaces, Rishi Sunak MP,
welcomed the research saying:
RISHI SUNAK MP
“Fields in Trust’s research highlights not
MINISTER FOR PARKS AND GREEN SPACES
only the vital role that outdoor spaces
play in improving our health,
but also their economic value. Our
parks are precious, and I want to improve
access to them for everyone - including the young,
isolated and the vulnerable. These findings will play an
important role in informing how we achieve this goal.”

18

LEFT : Research launch at Welsh Assembly
with (L-R) Brymor Williams, Chair of Fields in
Trust Cymru; Hannah Blythyn AM,
Environment Minister; Helen Griffiths, Chief
Executive of Fields in Trust; Dai Lloyd AM;
Chair of the National Assembly for Wales’
Health, Social Care and Sport Committee
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BELOW: Research shows urban residents
put a greater value on parks and green
spaces than rural residents

£34
BILLION

of health and
wellbeing
benefits
every year
associated
with parks
and green
spaces

£111

MILLION
NHS savings
per year

Our research report 'Revaluing Parks and Green Spaces'
provides a robust economic valuation of parks and green
spaces in the UK

Colin Rennie, Fields in Trust Scotland presenting at Scottish
Parliament Local Government and Communities Committee
evidence roundtable at the Holyrood Parliament

FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT
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Public Policy

Parks and green spaces are
the most universal of our public
services, used by everyone
from cradle to grave.
Many people aren’t aware, however, that providing
these publicly accessible green spaces is not a statutory
requirement, meaning they can often be the first to feel
the pinch in times of budget cuts. However, in recent
months our much-loved parks and green spaces have
been identified as part of the solution to a growing range
of social policy issues.
Parks can help deliver improved physical health and
mental wellbeing and this role has been reflected in recent
reports and publications from Westminster government
departments which have repeatedly referenced parks and
green spaces as important to reaching their policy goals.
FOR EXAMPLE:

› The Ministry of Housing Communities and Local

Government’s Integrated Communities Strategy and
associated Action Plan identifies the importance of parks		
and green spaces as spaces where people can meet, mix
and strengthen local connections.

› DEFRA’s 25-Year Environment Plan includes proposals
to improve air and water quality, enhance wildlife
habitats and use green spaces to improve public
health and wellbeing.

› The Government’s Childhood Obesity Plan references

“limited access to green spaces” as a contributory cause
and encourages local authorities to “…ensure access to
quality green space to promote physical activity”.

› The value of parks and green spaces is referenced in the

Department for Culture Media and Sport’s Civil Society
Strategy, as well as the A Connected Society plan where
the value of parks in tackling loneliness is discussed.

› The Department for Health’s preventative health agenda is
only possible with quality, protected parks and green
spaces to enable people to take personal responsibility
for their own health.

20

Fields in Trust is a founder signatory
of the Charter for Parks which calls on
the UK’s political leadership to celebrate
these spaces so vital for all communities.
The Charter was delivered to the
Westminster Parliament by children who
are regular users of their local park
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Parks and green spaces enhance vital wildlife habitats

But it is not only in Westminster that the importance of
parks and green spaces is being discussed in the political
arena. The health and wellbeing benefits detailed in
our Revaluing Parks and Green Spaces research report
were presented in an evidence session at the Scottish
Parliament in Holyrood and presentations, including
National Assembly members, have shared the findings in
the Welsh Senedd.
Fields in Trust believe that right across the UK the
longer-term future of parks has to be aligned in policy
and practice to cross-departmental priorities such as
preventative health, a better environment, a more active
nation, working to combat loneliness and creating more
cohesive communities. We will continue to share our
research and insights to assist in revaluing parks and
green spaces for the health and wellbeing benefits they
deliver to individuals and communities.
MORE INFORMATION:
www.fieldsintrust.org/revaluing
FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT
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The support of trusts and foundations makes it
possible for us to develop our work with landowners,
policymakers and park user groups to ensure parks
and green spaces are protected in perpetuity.
As we progress the delivery of our ambitious five-year
strategy, developing partnerships with both new and
long-term supporters will be vitally important.
Our supporters include but are not limited to:
› The 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust
› The John Coates Charitable Trust
› The Dulverton Charitable Trust
› The Hilda and Johnny Gibb Charitable Trust
› The Simon Gibson Charitable Trust
› The Lawson Trust
› Lord’s Taveners
› The Peacock Charitable Trust
› The Swire Charitable Trust
› The Wixamtree Trust

Carlotta and Nick Newbury completed the Ride London cycling challenge to raise funds for Fields in Trust

Thank You

THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS

ACT NOW

There are many ways to help Fields in Trust protect
the parks and green spaces you love. Your donation
has the power to transform landscapes, protect green
spaces and improve local communities’ wellbeing.
With your support, we can protect and save our green
infrastructure from destruction, safeguard vulnerable
areas and create lively places as a lasting legacy.

DONATE NOW

Local parks and green spaces are places of joy and of
togetherness. They shape the spirit of the communities
we live in, but they are disappearing fast. Once green
spaces are lost, they are lost forever so please help
support our work today.

FUNDRAISE

Challenge yourself! You can support our work to protect
parks and green spaces in perpetuity by joining our
team on one of the UK’s most iconic challenge events
including the Virgin Money London Marathon.

CORPORATE PARTNERS

Parks and green spaces are the green glue that bind our
communities together. If you and your employees want
to be an integral part of doing good, for good contact us to
find out about how you can partner with Fields in Trust.

22

Jim Goddard and Matt Jeffreys ran the London Marathon to raise
money for Fields in Trust

Thank you for your
ongoing support of Fields
in Trust and our continuing
work to protect, support
and champion Green
Spaces for Good

FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT

East Harling Recreation Ground in Norfolk is protected by Harling Parish Council as a Queen Elizabeth II Field

MEMBERSHIP

Become a Friend of Fields in Trust and receive
regular updates on our work to protect more
parks and green spaces for good.
If you would like to discuss how we can
work together, to protect parks and
green spaces please get in touch at:
Email: info@fieldsintrust.org
THANK YOU!
FIELDS IN TRUST IMPACT REPORT
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Finances

Fields in Trust Consolidated Income and Expenditure

reports for the financial year ended 31st December 2018.

Income

£447,000

47%

Charitable Trusts
Corporate donations
Individuals and legacies
Grants from public bodies
Membership subscriptions
Clubs and associations

£337,000
£42,000
£32,000
£18,000
£15,000
£3,000

(35.2%)
(4.4%)
(3.3%)
(1.9%)
(1.6%)
(0.3%)

£386,000

40%

Other trading activities

INVESTMENTS

40%

Donations and legacies

Charitable activities

& LEGACIES

£447,000

47%

£386,000

Total income: £957,000

Investments

DONATIONS

£122,000
£2,000

13%
0%

£1,020,000

90%

Protect Parks and Green Spaces
£737,000
(65%)
Champion Parks and Green Spaces
£245,000
(22%)
Support Parks and Green Spaces
£38,000
(3%)
		

Expenditure on raising funds

£110,000

10%

CORPORATE DONATIONS
£42,000
INDIVIDUALS AND LEGACIES
£32,000
GRANTS FROM PUBLIC BODIES
£18,000
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
£15,000

£122,000

13%

£1,020,000

Total expenditure: £1,130,000

CHARITABLE TRUSTS
£337,000

CHARITABLE
ACTIVITIES

EXPENDITURE ON
CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES

Expenditure
Expenditure on charitable activities

Total
Income:
£957,000

DONATIONS AND LEGACIES BREAKDOWN

90%

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS
£3,000

CHARITABLE ACTIVITES BREAKDOWN

PROTECT PARKS
& GREEN SPACES
£737,000

Total
Expenditure:
£1,130,000

CHAMPION PARKS
& GREEN SPACES
£245,000

EXPENDITURE ON

SUPPORT PARKS
& GREEN SPACES
£38,000

RAISING FUNDS

£110,000
24
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10%
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Keep In Touch

FIND OUT MORE

We regularly publish policy responses,
comment articles and blogs on issues
surrounding parks and green spaces on our
website. You can also get the latest park
and green space news delivered direct to
your inbox every month, including updates
on policy developments and information on
our latest programmes and campaigns, by
subscribing to our e-bulletin.
Visit: www.fieldsintrust.org
Look out for our Fields in Trust protection
plaques at parks and green spaces near you

BECOME A MEMBER

People often have an emotional link to a
favourite park or a warm memory of a
childhood playing in a local green space. Parks
and green spaces continue to be part of the
fabric of our communities. Yet all too often
they can become threatened with disposal
for development. Do you love a park or
green space near you? We rely on donations
to continue our work to champion their
protection and their very existence. Please
consider becoming a member and joining with
us to help protect, support and champion
parks and green spaces.

Search online
for your local
Fields in Trust
protected space:

www.fieldsintrust.org

Visit: www.fieldsintrust.org/membership

GET IN TOUCH

If you would like to discuss how we can work
together, to protect the parks and green
spaces you own please get in touch at :
Email: info@fieldsintrust.org

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

FieldsInTrust
FieldsInTrust
fieldsintrust
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www.fieldsintrust.org

